Japan Insider Collection
by The Art of Travel, Japan
Designed with your clients’ interests and expectations in mind, The Art of Travel’s Japan
Insider Collection features expertly curated destinations for every travel style. The Collection
offers options for honeymooners, families, adventure junkies, foodies, art-lovers, and more.
•

Japan Insider Collection itineraries showcase your clients’ favorite destinations, guides,
experiences and accommodation curated by our luxury experts.

•

The Collection will be frequently updated to reflect seasonal offerings, new products,
and developing travel trends.

Japan Insider Collection Highlights
•

Experiences: Each itinerary features a range of experiences curated by our Japan
experts. Your clients may substitute or add to these from our Insider Experience Menu.

•

Accommodation: Clients have a choice of pre-selected accommodation to match their
traveling style (5-star level, 4-star level, or Boutique).

•

Transportation: Clients are offered a choice of public or private transportation options
based on our expert recommendations for each destination.

•

Pricing: All itineraries come with a ‘starting from’ per person, per day price. This will be
updated based on accommodation pricing and experience availability.

Benefits of Japan Insider Collection
•

Marketable: We provide all the tools for you to best sell Japan to your clients, with
practical, insightful, and alluring facts about their trip. We also offer full sales training
and support to our partner agents to help make the best use of this Insider Collection.

•

Efficient: This enables you to quickly present clients with an itinerary and quotation.

•

Affordable: Streamlining the planning process allows us to offer the journeys in this
Collection at a competitive price. A 10% agent commission is built into the price.
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What to Expect
The soft launch of our Japan Insider Collection will take place in January 2019.
Below is a taste of what to expect:
Japan in a week
An exhilarating journey through Japan, with stops along the country’s Golden Route
through Tokyo, Hakone, Kyoto, and Nara. The Art of Travel ensures that your clients make
the most of their time by offering a mix of must-see spots, hidden gems, and enlightening
encounters with local experts. Perfect for first-time visitors, or travelers looking to include a
trip to Japan within a larger Asia vacation.
Family
Traveling to Japan as a family is guaranteed to be a rewarding experience. We’ve put
together a vacation plan that offers something for travelers of all ages. Kids will enjoy a
captivating mix of activities that explore nature, crafts, cooking, and culture in urban and
rural settings. With carefully organized opportunities for leisure time, and even an
afternoon for parents to escape on their own for a cultural experience, this Insider
Collection itinerary offers an engaging opportunity for quality family time abroad.
Honeymoon
Honeymoons should be perfect, and this itinerary shows newlyweds just how perfectly
romantic Japan can be. We've assembled the ideal balance of city and countryside
locations for this 8-night adventure, with an emphasis on romantic privacy, memorable
luxury accommodations, and leisure time to use freely in each city. Unique cultural activities
are specially curated to showcase how Japanese couples honor a new romantic union.
Celebrate like a local and discover why Japan is the ideal honeymoon destination.
Old and New Japan
Japan is a land of fascinating contrasts, and none stand out as much as the distinction
between tradition and modernity. The Art of Travel has crafted an insider journey that
takes guests from the ancient backstreets of Kyoto, through the postwar boom in Osaka
and Hiroshima, to Tokyo's futuristic metropolitan sprawl - with some thought-provoking
and surprising stops along the way.
More itineraries to come:
Spirituality and Wellness, Taste of Japan, Adventure, Art and Culture
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